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Just like every other tactic in our marketing arsenal, 
your free offers should be conceived within the larger 
framework of what you are trying to move people 
toward.  
 
Don’t just throw something together because it will be easy — unless it will also 
be valuable to the people you are trying to attract. 
 
If you are in the business of putting on foodie events, then your free offer could 
be something that would get people curious about what’s hot and what’s not in 
the world of food; a trend report or a colorful “It” flavor of the season guide and 
how to use it.  
 
Somewhere in your piece/video/infographic and corresponding emails, you’d 
mention how your events bring the trends to the table or something like that. 
 
If you are a money coach, don’t offer the same free report that everyone does — 
“10 Steps to Financial Freedom” — unless you can target it to your audience by 
adding, “For Nurses Who Are Starting From Scratch.”  
 
Take time to plan your free offer.  
 
First off, what will the format be? 
There’s a list below for some ideas, 
(let me know if you have created one 
I missed.) 
 
Ok, let’s get started. 
 
If you are new to freebie building, 
this will be all you need — and if you 
currently have one or more offerings, 
why not run them by this list to be 
sure you are giving maximum value, 
not just something free.
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 Title 
 
The title must be specific and offer a solution to your market. “100 Pins 
of Kittens” is specific, but not targeted or solution-oriented. 
 
 

 What it contains 
 
The lead magnet must deal with/speak to one specific thing. 
 
“Everything you wanted to know about social media” is not one thing. 
“Everything you need to know to make money with Facebook ads” is. 
 
BUT it would be way too much to put into a free report unless you can drill down 
to say, 7 top tips, and then offer more detailed information for sale once you give 
them a little value and make them hungry for more. 
 
Ask yourself, “What does your market really want?” 
 
What can you create that would move them to part with their email 
address? It must provide immediate gratification! 

 
It has to be short and easy to consume. This is why a book download, an hour-
long webinar — unless you provide a cheat sheet/handout so they can get the 
goods without spending an hour of their time — are not the best ideas. If you 
entice me with something that provides a solution, I want it now. 
 
 

 Looks can be Everything 
 
It must look better than free. Good design will make all the difference.  
Poorly formatted documents or pages and pages of copy with no formatting or 
images will kill engagement. If you aren’t that person who is good with design, 
(like me,) hire someone you can afford.  
 
Look, if you were giving someone flowers for their birthday and you were just 
getting to know them and wanted to make a good impression, would you grab the 
cheapest, spray painted carnation bouquet from 7-11, or a nicer bunch from a 
florist or supermarket? 
 
 

 What is your freebie’s promise? 
 
As in, what is the value they will get, what will they know that they didn’t before 
they got it, how will this thing bring them one step closer to wanting 
to do business with you?
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 Types of lead magnets 
 
 

• Report 
• Infographic 
• Video training 
• Free Demo 
• Coupons 
• Toolkit/Resource List 
• Quiz/Self-Assessment 
• Cheat sheet/handout 

• Mini-workshop delivered virtually on a 
platform like SlideShare 

• Recording of a great interview you did with 
a one-page doc with your takeaways 

• One month free in a membership site 
• Discounts/Free shipping 

 
 

 The following calls to action are not going 
to move people: 
 
Any of the following words or phrases next to an opt-in form are forever banned: 
 

• “Get in Touch” 
• “Sign up to receive my free ezine” 
• “Contact us” 
• “Schedule a call”… for what? If this is their first stop in your world, they 

don’t know or trust you yet. You can include this on your website, just not 
as your opt-in if you want results. 

 
 

 “Submit”  
 
Why not get creative with your buttons — that thing the person has to click 
to have their opt-in process. We are used to seeing small buttons, so we stick with 
the obvious (and usually small) request. It’s proven that conversions go way 
up with some personalization. I’m not talking the person’s name — that 
would be creepy if you somehow knew their name before they gave it to you; but 
something like this… 
 
Back to my foodie event planner. Instead of a button that says “Submit” or “Join 
now,” how about “I want to know what’s hot.” 
 
 
Have fun with your free offers but most of all, remember it’s all about them; free 
can be valuable or cheesy and worthless, and looks do matter in the online world. 
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If I can ever be of assistance with your free offer 
creation, writing, or other copy that needs help, feel 

free to grab a spot on my calendar: 
 

www.GregsSchedule.com 
 


